AzLA Public Library Division Report
April 2017

Updates:
- First quarterly meeting happened on Friday, February 10th
- Attendees agreed to partner with state library and use established AZ Performer Showcase as a jumping off point for creating a list of performers available in Arizona
- We are currently working with Danielle Angerbauer to establish the Volunteer Opportunities section of the AzLA website so we can solicit help from the membership and gather up existing performer lists from across the state. (Danielle is almost finished with the page!)
- It was agreed it would be best to let the performers know the opportunity to sign up for inclusion on the AZ Performer Showcase was their responsibility. Once we aggregate the information from the lists we receive, we can blast an email to the presenters letting them know of the opportunity.
- Next quarterly meeting happening on Friday, May 12th

Action/Discussion Items for board meeting:
- NONE
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